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 ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
extent on steam roads and which has been installed on a few
electric roads, makes use of block sections, at the ends of which
are located block control stations or "cabins." An operator
stationed in one of the cabins receives information concerning
the condition of a given block by means of the telephone or
telegraph from the operator at the other end of the block and
sets the signals accordingly. As the safety of operation depends
on the accuracy of the human element in the system, it is being
rapidly displaced by other systems. Also, it is very costly to
operate. When the operators receive instructions direct from
the train dispatcher, this system becomes a type of dispatcher's
control system.
Controlled Manual Block.—This is in general similar to the
manual system just described except that the signals are elec-
trically interlocked so that if the signal at one end of the block
indicates danger^ the signal at the other end cannot be made
to indicate "clear." The "staff" system described on page 209
is another form of controlled manual block.
Dispatcher's Control Systems.—A common form of this sys-
tem employs signals located at sidings, stations, and other points
along the line at which the dispatcher may wish to communicate
with a train crew. These signals are selectively operated by
synchronous impulses sent over lines connecting the signals with
the dispatcher's office. The dispatcher can stop a train at a de-
sired point by operating the signal located at that particular
point. Communication between the train crew and dispatcher's
office is obtained by means of a telephone system as described
on-page 210.
A type of dispatcher's control signal recently developed has
many unique and valuable features. This type is known as the
Sirnmen signal, and has been installed on several roads within the
last 3 years. In this system three sections of insulated third
rail, each about 75 ft. in length, are spaced about 2000 ft. apart
at each siding. Each group of three sections is connected by,
means of a line wire, through a control switch mounted on the
dispatcher's desk, to a storage battery, one side of which is
grounded. These switches have three positions, right, left, and
vertical. In the vertical position, the contacts are open and the
third rail sections to which that particular switch belongs are not
energized. The dispatcher sits with his back to the track and
when he wishes to signal a train moving toward his left, he throws

